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T he month of June is dedicated to the youth 

of 1976 who stood up against the injustices 

of the Apartheid government and laid down 

their lives when they fought for freedom 

and the right to equal education. Sadly, the 

recent unemployment statistics pertaining to young people 

remains a concern. The 2020 fourth quarter Labour Force 

Survey found that 8.6 million young people, between 15-34 

years are not in education and not in employment. 

I do however have to ask – Are we doing enough for 

the Youth? How are we creating way for the Youth to be 

prepared to lead in the near future. Although the ETDP 

SETA has a number of programmes, aimed at skilling and 

empowering the youth for employability and entrepreneurial 

opportunities, I still believe that there is an urgent need for a 

call to action, across all sectors, to pull together and to come 

up with innovative methods of empowering the Youth as the 

future leaders of this country. Our young people have the 

energy needed to contribute positively to society but lack the 

opportunities. Covid-19 has also set the entire globe back, it 

however remains key for us to rise above this challenge and 

to operate at a level, with the youth in mind.

Allow me to welcome you to this period, commonly referred 

to as the end of the first quarter of the financial year. We are 

working around the clock to ensure that we never fail on our 

brand promise ‘at the cutting edge of skills development.’ 

Mrs Sesi Nombulelo Nxesi  
ETDP SETA CEO

There is an urgent need for a 
call to action, across all sectors, 

to pull together and to come 
up with innovative methods of 
empowering the Youth as the 

future leaders of this country.” 
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The start of the 2021/2022 brought with it an extension 

of last year’s challenges for the education system. 

The expectations about a return to normality and an 

increased pace of recovery are set back by the third 

wave of the Covid-19 infections across the country 

which has since resulted in a shift from adjusted alert 

level one to alert level three, as communicated on  

15 June 2021 by the President of the Republic. There is a 

need for all citizens to remain disciplined in adhering to the 

prescribed protocols. We owe it to ourselves and to our loved 

ones to do the right thing at all times. 

Ongoing collective wisdom is needed to help identify possible 

approaches and solutions for the education sector. 

The ETDP SETA finalised on the Workplace Skills Plan (WSP) 

submission process. Considering the challenges faced due 

to Covid-19, the response rate was good. Our target was 

met and I believe that our proactive approach and vigorous 

communication throughout the submission period assisted 

us with the process of obtaining updated and accurate sector 

information. A summary of the 2021 WSP submissions can be 

found on page 18. 

As mentioned by the Minister of Higher Education, 

Science and Innovation, Dr Blade Nzimande, in his budget 

speech of 13 May 2021, the Sector Education and Training 

Authorities (SETAs) have been re-licensed to provide decent 

opportunities for youth and adults through education and 

skills development initiatives. 

5

Our young people have 
the energy needed to 

contribute positively to 
society...”

The ETDP SETA remains committed to this call and will 

continue to disburse the skills development levy for this 

purpose. We will also continue to prioritise Work Based 

Learning (WBL) opportunities by increasing the number of 

unemployed learners participating in learnerships in order to 

generate a skilled ETD workforce, and by so doing, create a 

strong, sustainable and balanced growth in South Africa.
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Aimed at Youth Development, we are pleased to announce 

our partnership with the Department of Basic Education 

(DBE) on the YouTube and DBE TV channel, created to 

provide support to learners and teachers on curriculum 

implementation. The platforms will be used to share career 

guidance and other pertinent information in the Sector. The 

concept behind this initiate is to integrate the DBE TV channel 

and YouTube into a multi-platform channel of the department 

and the SETA. To receive updates on broadcast dates, please 

email news@etdpseta.org.za. 

The Department of Basic Education is also currently 

preparing the Sector for the piloting of the Coding and 

Robotics, Curriculum Grades R-3 and 7. The Minister of Basic 

Education, Honourable Angie Motshekga communicated 

in her budget speech, dated 21 May 2021 that the draft 

CAPS documents for Grades R-9 were submitted to Umalusi 

for appraisal and quality assurance. On 19 March 2021, 

the department gazetted the draft Coding and Robotics 

curriculum for public comments. In preparation for training of 

officials, the ETDP SETA appointed service providers to offer 

the required training. The process is ahead and Service Level 

Agreements have been signed  - the SETA has allocated seven 

million rands (R7 million) for this training. 

Hosted annually by the National Skills Authority (NSA) and 

with the support of the SETAs and other institutions, planning 

for the 2021 National Skills Conference has commenced. 

The conference will bring together 1000 delegates, face to 

face and online (hybrid), participants from the education, 

training and skills development organisations, labour, private 

institutions, community based organisations, government 

departments, as well international guests. In the main, the 

conference will seek to find solutions to the challenges 

and blockages experienced in the implementation of skills 

development interventions and will also look at progress 

made since the last conference hosted. The ETDP SETA looks 

forward to this critical engagement session, where all in the 

Higher Education space will converge for a common purpose 

and interest. Please be on the lookout for more information 

on the conference. 
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A call to work together 
towards an Economic Reconstruction
Recovery Plan through Skills Planning

Honourable Dr B.E. Nzimande, MP
Minister of Higher Education,
Science and Innovation

The UpSkills has much more captured. It is not always 

possible to give coverage to all that is taking place in and 

around the ETDP SETA but I trust that what we share with you 

in this edition, is sufficient to keep you informed on our plans, 

programmes and activities.

Let me end it here and allow you to indulge in your read. 

We aim to serve with a purpose and with your feedback, both 

positive and negative, we can only better on our mandate of 

service delivery. 

‘Till our next UpSkills, do enjoy 

 The Sector Education and 
Training Authorities (SETAs) 

have been re-licensed to 
provide decent opportunities 

for youth and adults 
through education and skills 

development initiatives.”

T he Minister of Higher Education, Science and 

Innovation, Dr Blade Nzimande engaged the 

SETAs following the call by the President of 

the country, Honourable Cyril Ramaphosa 

to harness government efforts to mitigate 

the effects of the Covid-19 global pandemic to the economy. 

The Presidential call triggered the Minister to explore various 

means for the Department to contribute towards mitigating 

the effects of the global pandemic. With the support of 

Human Resource Development Council (HRDC), the research 

was undertaken to determine how best the SETAs could 

best mitigate challenges imposed by the global pandemic, 

Covid-19. The research commenced with effect from May 

2020 to November 2020.
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The purpose of the project was to conduct a careful analysis 

and evaluation of expenditure and surplus funds by SETAs 

using an evidence-based approach. The SETAs ordinarily have 

funds committed towards discretionary grant funding. As was 

anticipated, Covid-19 had a far-reaching negative impact on 

the economy and this will continue into the near future. It 

became more necessary for the SETAs to step-in and assist to 

stimulate the economy by reallocating available resources. 

Subsequent to the conclusion of this process by the 

Department working with the SETAs, the SETAs declared 

uncommitted funds as of March 2021.

 

The Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan recognises 

the extent of the crisis caused by the pandemic. Moreover, 

the plan takes into account the impact of this global 

pandemic and the stagnant economy and low levels of 

investment and growth in South Africa.

As was anticipated, Covid-19 
had a far-reaching negative 

impact on the economy and 
this will continue into the near 

future.” 

These developments led, to the Minister and the Department 

of Higher Education and Training, in developing and 

presenting the Skills Strategy to support the successful 

implementation of the Economic Reconstruction and 

Recovery Plan to the Cabinet Lekgotla on 29 January 2021. 

Further engagements with the SETAs, the National Skills 

Authority (NSA) and the National Economic Development and 

Labour Council (NEDLAC) continued.

The SETAs agreed that certain actions would be 

implemented with immediate effect in support of the 

Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan/Skills 

Strategy through uncommitted funds. 

The commitment from the SETAs includes the following:

• Support for funding of the missing middle learners, who 

are in their final years or learners awaiting to graduate 

but are owing the institutions, with qualifications aligned 

to the Skills Strategy/ Economic Reconstruction and 

Recovery Plan.

• Support the Centres of Specialisation (CoS) with projects 

linked to the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan.

• High through put of internships and Work Integrated 

Learning (WIL). 

• Support the placement of Social Work and Law Graduates.

The identified actions for implementation will assist in 

rebuilding the economy. 
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The ETDP SETA indeed believes that South Africa’s growth 

path has to address the constraints faced as a country and 

the starting point to tackling the crisis is by unifying, pulling 

resources together and putting plans into action.

Our commitment to growing the economy through skills 

development interventions that lift the overall economic 

performance remains  

As was anticipated, Covid-19 
had a far-reaching negative 

impact on the economy and 
this will continue into the 

near future. It became more 
necessary for the SETAs to 

step-in and assist to stimulate 
the economy by reallocating 

available resources.”

Empowering the Youth 
through Career Guidance

T he ETDP SETA in its ongoing efforts to create 

a greater impact in career development, 

continuous to partner with other 

organisations, institutions and constituencies 

on various skills development interventions 

to facilitate skills development programmes for the 

unemployed youth.

The ETDP SETA believes that career guidance helps youth 

to reflect on their ambitions, interests, qualifications and 

abilities. It helps them to understand the labour market 

and education systems, and to relate this to what they 

know about themselves. The ETDP SETA has its very own 

researched and well informed Career Guide which is aimed 

at orientating learners in Grades 9, 10, 11 and 12 as well as 

those that have just completed their under-graduate studies, 

but remain unemployed, to plan and make decisions about 

the world of work and learning. It aims to make information 

about the labour market and about educational opportunities 
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more accessible by organising it, systematizing it, and 

making it available when and where these learners need it. 

In essence, the guide is provided for individuals in a wide 

range of settings: schools and tertiary institutions; public 

and private employment services; private career guidance 

providers; and community settings. To access the ETDP SETA 

Career Guide, please click here  - http://www.etdpseta.org.za/

education/sites/default/files/2020-08/2020-ETDP-SETA-Learner-

Career-Guide.pdf

The ETDP SETA was honoured to attend a Career 

Development congress, hosted by the South African Career 

Development Association (SACDA). This was SACDA’s second 

bi-annual congress, hosted virtually, under the theme: 

‘Passion and Community in Constructing Your Career,” with a 

focus on the need for people to find ways to link their passion 

to the needs of their communities. 

Professor Boitumelo Diale, Chairperson of SACDA and Head 

of Department of Educational Psychology in the Faculty 

of Education at the University of Johannesburg and the 

Deputy Minister in the Department of Higher Education and 

Training, Mr Buti Manamela, graced the event. Professor 

Diale elaborated on the hardships brought upon by Covid-19, 

which we are all experiencing as a country and mentioned 

how this has set career development and guidance a back, she 

however encouraged members to remain optimistic. Prof Diale 

highlighted how the congress would showcase and recognise 

the work done by career practitioners in South Africa as well as 

the different career fields that can be explored.  

The Deputy Minister encouraged practitioners to continue 

visiting remote areas where information is most needed 

and to contribute positively towards the success of higher 

education and skills development. He expressed his hope 

and trust in the practitioners to do good and to bring change 

for the betterment of all South Africans. “It is only through 

a well-informed mind that better informed decisions can be 

taken and it is only through accurate information sharing that 

we can have an enlightened youth on the ample available 

opportunities. Your role as Career Development Practitioners 

is appreciated and all necessary support required will be 

offered,” said the Deputy Minister.

The congress show-cased various career fields and exposed 

participants to think outside of the norm by making an effort 

to understand career paths such as opera singing, surfing, 

professional photographic services, motor mechanics, 

investigative journalism, Nano scientist and many more. 

The congress was a great reminder of how broad career 

scoping is with an appreciation for its potential once 

understood by all. The virtual event was a success with 

insightful presentations from the various practitioners.

The ETDP SETA looks forward to the 3rd annual congress 

where we hope to appreciate more of the work done by 

SACDA on career development and deliberate on new and 

innovative methods of taking career guidance to all corners of 

South Africa 

http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2020-08/2020-ETDP-SETA-Learner-Career-Guide.pdf
http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2020-08/2020-ETDP-SETA-Learner-Career-Guide.pdf
http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2020-08/2020-ETDP-SETA-Learner-Career-Guide.pdf
http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2020-08/2020-ETDP-SETA-Learner-Career-Guide.pdf
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The ETDP SETA in its mandate to promote 

and facilitate the delivery of education, once 

more, collaborated with Universities South 

Africa (USAf) to support students with tuition 

fees.

For the 2021/2022 financial year, the ETDP SETA pledged  

R45 million to assist with the fees of first year students and a 

further R58.1 million for unemployed students with historic 

debt.

The history of this successful partnership commenced in 

2020/2021 when the ETDP SETA granted USAf R280 million 

towards tuition fees for students from the “missing middle.” 

The missing middle group refers to students whose annual 

family income falls in the R350 001 to R600 000 bracket, 

which places them above the qualifying threshold of the 

National Student Financial Aid Scheme – yet also precludes 

them from qualifying for study loans from commercial banks. 

A total of 9500 students benefited from this grant. By way of 

Bridging the Gap 
in Education
through Student Support Initiative

numbers, missing-middle students represent between 200,000 

and 250,000 or between 16.6% and 20% of the total current 

student population (1,2m) at the 26 public universities.

The recruitment process of the beneficiaries is selected by 

financial aid offices across the public university system, needy 

and academically deserving individuals are identified for such 

funding. The ETDP SETA and USAf verify submissions received 

from universities. 

The ETDP SETA remains committed towards approaching 

work in a developmental manner through meaningful and 

impactful collaborations. It is only through education that 

the lives of our people can be transformed for the better. The 

SETA also hopes that more institutions will step in to help 

students in need. It is only through working together that a 

better South Africa can be built  

For the 2021/2022 financial year, 
the ETDP SETA pledged R45 million 

to assist with the fees of first year 
students and a further R58.1 million 

for unemployed students with 
historic debt.”
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The Workplace Skills Plan (WSP) forms the 

basis for skills planning in the workplace. 

Employers who pay levies submit their 

WSP’s and Annual Training Reports (ATR’s) 

and receive a mandatory grant of 20% of 

their training expenses.  

The submission of WSPs and ATRs assists in planning for a 

skilled workforce for economic growth. Research has shown 

that organisations that constantly upgrade and upskill 

their employees and invest in their education and skills 

development achieve better output and returns. The annual 

planning as captured in the WSPs and ATRs contributes to 

identifying and implementing relevant skilling programmes.  

The South African government has provided mechanisms 

such as tax rebates and payment of mandatory grants to 

incentivize employers to plan for employee’s education and 

training. Employers must invest in employees’ education 

for the bigger purpose of economic growth and recovery, 

especially during and after Covid-19.

Identifying and Providing 
Relevant Training through the 
Workplace Skills Plans (WSPs) 
A Summary of the 2020/2021 submissions by 
Levy Paying Employers

For the 2021/22 financial year, the SETA had a target of  

1 100 submissions from the ETD employers and received 

1 134 WSPRs. This level of submissions depicts almost the 

same amount as was acquired in the previous financial year 

- 2020/21.  It is also close to 30% of the levy-paying cohort 

of employers, 4066 (as of April 2021). Although there was a 

drop in submissions from small organisations this year, they 

still have the most submissions, while large organisations 

generally contributed the least. For the 2021/22 financial 

year, the small organisations accounted for about 59% of 

organisations, followed by the medium organisations with 

25%, and large organisations only made up 16%. The average 

increase of submission rate by medium organisations has 

attributed to the steadily increasing number of WSPs and 

ATRs submissions over the years.

It is worth mentioning that the overall decrease in 

submissions from last year can be attributed to 6 provinces, 

namely: GP (11), LP (6), MP (3), NW (1), NC (3), with WC 

recording the most drastic decline in submissions from 263 

in 2020-21 to 225 in 2021-22. EC (9), FS (4) and KZN (12) 

recorded increases in provincial WSPR submissions.
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The 2021/22 submissions have had their challenges 

emanating from the impact of Covid-19 on the ETD 

employers and the slow adoption of working remotely. 

However, the ETDP SETA was able to mitigate some of these 

challenges by improving enhancements (such as providing 

an option for an electronic signature) in the Management 

Information System, which improved the navigation of 

employers during the submission period. Furthermore, the 

SETA, with the help of its provincial offices, and consistent 

messaging by the Marketing and Communications Unit has 

improved and expanded the mobilization processes to garner 

increased participation of employers. 

There is a need for constant cooperation from internal 

and external stakeholders to strengthen the skills planning 

processes going into the future. The ETDP SETA urges 

all employers to realize the purpose and importance of 

submitting their WSPs and ATRs, beyond just compliance and 

mandatory grant pay-outs. 

We thank all stakeholders who submitted and trust that we 

will do much better in the next round of submissions 

The submission of WSPs and ATRs 
assists in planning for a skilled 

workforce for economic growth.” 

Investing  
where it matters 
Improvement of audit outcomes in the public 
sector

T he ETDP SETA and the Financial Services 

SETA have awarded the School of Accounting 

within the College of Business and Economics 

(CBE) at the University of Johannesburg (UJ), 

with a grant worth R11 million to invest in 

the improvement of audit outcomes in the public sector, 

specifically the TVET Colleges.

The Faculty will use the grant to enhance its short learning 

programme offerings and training opportunities in the public 

sector.

“This grant will allow us to develop the interventions that 

will assist the TVET Colleges in improving their financial 

management skills, which is expected to improve the audit 

outcomes subsequently,” said Tankiso Moloi, a Professor in 

the Department of Accountancy. “In this regard, UJ will be 

providing support to 400 TVET Colleges finance personnel. 

Additionally, those TVET Colleges with qualified opinion 

(qualified report), disclaimer of opinion (disclaimer report), 

adverse opinion (adverse audit report) will benefit from 

mentoring.”
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Prof Moloi says the grant will also be used to offer the short 

learning developing programmes in Supply Chain Auditing, 

Risk Management, Public Sector Accounting, Internal Auditing 

and Financial Controls, Performance Management and 

Compliance Auditing.

“This timely support will help us attain our mission of 

providing support to government and industry,” says Prof 

Daneel van Lil, Executive Dean of the College of Business and 

Economics. “We look forward to building on this partnership 

with SETA.”

This grant will allow us to 
develop the interventions 

that will assist the TVET 
Colleges in improving their 

financial management 
skills, which is expected to 

improve the audit outcomes 
subsequently.

As part of the additional grant from FASSET and ETDP SETA, 

the school will offer mentorship in public sector accounting, 

risk management, internal audit and financial controls as well 

as the supply chain management to relevant TVET College 

finance professionals.

“This funding helps tremendously in our efforts to also 

strengthen the digital competencies of our students. Our 

team is excited to be part of the national efforts to improve 

financial management in the public sector, specifically in 

the TVET Colleges. We hope that the cohort of students 

from these programmes will go all the way to improve their 

respective systems of financial management and governance, 

which we hope will result in the decline in unauthorised 
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TVETs in a Digital World
Status on the Readiness of Public TVETs for the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution, the case of South 
Africa

I n a world where we were embracing and adapting 

to the ongoing digital transformation way by 

transforming services through replacing non-

digital processes, with digital processes and new 

technologies, little did we know that a pandemic 

would in a blink of an eye speed up the technological process 

by a number of years. 

Covid-19 has compelled Public HEIs, Private FET Colleges 

and HEIs, TVET Colleges, and other subsectors to transition 

to remote working and online learning - teaching, which has 

necessitated a need for these subsectors to quickly adopt 

technological innovations and tools in order to continue 

operations. This has in turn showed the lack of technology-

related skills in the ETD sector, and as a result, the demand 

for these skills is expected to increase over the coming years.  

To be able to support the TVETs adequately, it is imperative to 

understand their state of readiness in a digital world.

The Education space, at all levels, is constantly finding ways to 

ensure that skills training for lifelong learning is offered in the 

increasingly technology-driven environment. Information and 

expenditure, irregular expenditure, and fruitless and wasteful 

expenditure,” said Prof Moloi.

As a bonus, UJ’s 100% Online Bachelor of Commerce in 

Accountancy is available and encourages faculty and students 

to engage with the programme, which is an ideal option for 

career minded accounting and finance professionals 

This funding helps 
tremendously in our efforts 

to also strengthen the 
digital competencies of our 

students. Our team is excited 
to be part of the national 

efforts to improve financial 
management in the public 

sector, specifically in the 
TVET Colleges.” 
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Communications Technology (ICT) is proving to be the most 

needed and powerful tool in providing access to education 

and training. 

TVET institutions have to make best use of new technologies 

to provide adequate education. It is key for Lecturers to 

integrate technology seamlessly into teaching without 

viewing ICT as an add-on. It becomes even more important 

to promote the use of technology by contributing to the 

creation of policies that help Lecturers to be equipped with 

the right pedagogic skills in facilitating acquisition of technical 

knowledge and skills learning in order to be ICT enabled for 

teaching and training. 

The ETDP SETA has identified skills development priorities 

informed by sector-based and national priorities as well 

as Sectoral Priority Occupations and Interventions in TVET 

Colleges and has committed itself to supporting the digital 

transformation of the Post Schooling and Education and 

Training. The Seta will ensure that support in dealing with 

implications of the 4th Industrial Revolution and Covid-19 are 

attended to. 

In a research study conducted by Varaidzo Denhere and 

Tankiso Moloi School of Accounting, together with the 

ETDP SETA, Research Chair in 4IR Skill from the University of 

Johannesburg, South Africa, the state of readiness of public 

colleges in South Africa for the 4IR was assessed through a 

study. 
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The objectives of the study were to:

• Establish teaching and learning technologies at the 

disposal of lecturers and their competency levels in using 

these technologies.

• Establish positions taken by TVET colleges with regards to 

procurement of technologies, skills plans, ICT strategies, 

and identification of key personnel to drive their ICT 

strategies. 

• Determine the extent to which students have sufficient 

technological infrastructure to enable them to participate 

meaningfully in teaching and learning, particularly as 

institutions ramp-up the use of technology to meet the 

demands of the 4th industrial revolution. 

Although the study found some challenges in the TVET space, 

it is not all doom and gloom.  The TVETs in South Africa 

have commenced the process of preparing for 4IR. They do 

however require support from all relevant role players and 

authorities in the sector to streamline their processes.

The ETDP SETA will continue to identify emerging trends, 

new methods and means of integrating TVET teaching and to 

always remain future ready.

To access the full report on Readiness of Public TVET for the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution: The Case of South Africa, please 

click here: http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2021-05/

Article_Readiness%20of%20Public%20TVET%20for%20the%204IR_%20The%20

Case%20of%20SA.pdf 

Investing in the  
TVET Sector
through a Multi-Lateral Agreement

T VET colleges are an integral part of Post-

schooling in South Africa. It is for this 

reason that the ETDP SETA has over the 

years placed great emphasis on supporting 

TVET colleges and continuous to do so by 

ensuring funding for skills development training for TVET 

college employees. 

Mr Mabu Raphotle 
Manager: ETDP SETA Skills Planning and 
Research
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Together with the South African College Principal 

Organisation (SACPO) and the University of Johannesburg 

(UJ), the ETDP SETA and FASSET granted funding to a number 

of TVET colleges to benefit from a UJ project, which focused 

on the training of TVET College Financial Practitioners on 

various short learning programmes. 

We engage Mr Mabu Raphotle, ETDP SETA 
Research Manager to understand more 
about this initiative.

Please share with us the partnership between the three 

institutions (ETDP SETA, FASSET, SACPO and UJ)

This initiative and the programmes thereof were 

conceptualised by the ETDP SETA and SACPO in consultation 

with TVET Branch at DHET. This was as a result of the poor 

audit outcomes for most TVET colleges in 2020. In its 

presentation of the 2020/21 APP, to the Portfolio Committee 

on High Education, the committee recommended that the 

ETDP SETA develops intervention programmes to assist the 

TVET Colleges to improve their audit outcomes. 

It is against this background that SACPO/ ETDP SETA and 

UJ was born  - UJ submitted an appropriate and relevant 

proposal to the ETDP SETA and SACPO for consideration. 

This was supported and subsequently approved by both 

organisations. Once the partnership was in place, FASSET 

came on board and made an additional financial commitment 

in order to be part of the partnership. 

Who will benefit from the programme and what are the 

expected outcomes?

The beneficiaries are Financial Practitioners includes Chief 

Financial Officers, Financial Managers and Administrators of 

the TVET Colleges. The expected outcomes are summarised 

below.

These programmes will be followed by a mentoring 

programme which will assist the trained practitioners to 

prepare and package relevant financial information for 

auditing. 

Course Name Amount Learning 
Format

Contact Time Course 
Duration

NQF Level Outcomes

Compliance Audits R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Understanding of compliance 
& performance requirements

Internal Auditing and 
Financial Control 

R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Improvement of internal 
controls

Performance 
Management and 
Measurement

R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Budget planning and 
reporting

Accounting R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Improve audit outcomes 
and move the 50 TVETs 
from current outcomes to 
improvement

Supply Chain 
Management

R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Improving efficiency and 
effectiveness with all 
supply chain and financial 
management processes & 
systems

Enterprise Risk 
Management

R12 500 Blended 
Learning

32 Hours 
spread over 
two days per 
week

10 Months 
(February to 
November)

NQF L8. 
Non-Credit 
Bearing

Improvement of internal 
controls.
Improve audit outcomes 
and move the 50 TVETs 
from current outcomes to 
improvement
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Are you ready 
for the full might  
of the Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act?

How did you select the TVET colleges who will partake in 

this partnership?

The colleges were selected through an open process of 

showing interest and sending beneficiaries within the 

stipulated time frame.

How will the lessons be offered?

The lessons will use a blended mode of delivery. Most classes 

will be offered online and will be followed by site visits to  

re-inforce the learning and mentoring of the beneficiaries.

How does the ETDP SETA monitor the impact of courses/ 

training offered to TVET lecturers?

This is not on a large scale, however, for this project, the 

ETDP SETA intends using its Provincial Offices for monitoring. 

Over and above this, the SETA will be engaging SACPO to 

commission Monitoring and Evaluation study on the impact 

of this project 

TVET colleges are an integral part of Post-schooling 
in South Africa. It is for this reason that the ETDP 

SETA has over the years placed great emphasis on 
supporting TVET colleges and continuous to do so by 

ensuring funding for skills development training for 
TVET college employees.” 

W hat is POPI, and what does 

it mean for South African 

institutions and data processors? 

POPI is the Protection of Personal 

Information Act 4 of 2013. This is legislation, which gives 

effect to the constitutional right to privacy.

Mr Robert Mokgalabone  
ETDP SETA Legal Specialist

We talk to Mr Robert Mokgalabone, ETDP SETA’s Legal Expert 
to get a full understanding of POPI
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POPI seeks to ensure that state organs, natural persons and 

private entities (companies) handle personal information in a 

lawful manner.

Who does it apply to?

POPI applies to:

• The state, all organs of the state, including statutory 

bodies, such as the ETDP SETA;

• Natural persons, all people within the Republic of South 

Africa;

• Juristic persons, such as private companies like banks, 

marketing companies and retail businesses.

When will it become effective?

POPI comes into effect on the 1st July 2021.

What do organisations need to do to be compliant?

Organisations have to put structures and systems in place 

to implement the requirements of POPI and to monitor 

compliance in the organisation, such as:

• Adopting a POPI policy

• Developing a POPI manual

• Appointing an Information Officer

• Creating organisational awareness through training.

How ready is the ETDP SETA with the implementation of 

the POPI act?

The ETDP SETA has had a POPI implementation plan since the 

beginning of 2021. Our readiness plan is being implemented 

and the ETDP SETA will be complaint on the 1st July 2021. 

The ETDP SETA has already adopted a POPI policy and manual 

operations. The process of appointing an Information Officer is 

underway.

All business units, including the Provincial Offices have been 

assessed and are ready to comply with POPI on the 1st July 

2021.

ETDP SETA works with a lot of personal information of its 

stakeholders, how will the Seta ensure that it remains 

compliant at all times?

As part of the ETDP SETA’s compliance plan, the appointed 

Information Officer will be responsbile for all POPI related 

work, including the monitoring of compliance.

What happens with non-compliance?

POPI has established the office of the Information Regulator, 

which has substantial power to enforce POPI, such as:

• The power of entry, search and seize information, subject 

to a warrant.
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• The power to enter premises and conduct inspections.

• The power to issue fines of up to R10 Million.

• It is a criminal offence to obstruct the work of the 

Information Regulator and offenders may be sentenced 

to a jail terms for non-compliance with the orders of the 

Information Regulator.

Any message from a legal point of view, which you would 

like to share with our readers?

POPI is a well received development in the South African 

legal system. It gives rise to the state to catch up with 

technological advances and the massive flow of personal 

information. This massive flow of personal information has 

led to the emergence of new crimes, which did not exist in 

statute and in common law.

POPI will correct this by creating the office of the Information 

Regulator, who will ensure that people’s right to privacy is 

respected and that private and public institutions handle 

personal information in a lawful manner 

Did you Know?
You are not allowed to post pictures of 
people without their permission. Even 
if you took the picture, with your own 
camera and you are in it. If you do not 

have permission you’ll need to blur the 
other people.

Teacher Ambassadors 
through the ETDP SETA 
support programme for 
Interns

I n September 2020 TEACH SA trained 47 

Ambassadors and 30 of them will be placed to teach 

Mathematics and Science in 15 Gauteng schools for 

the year 2021/2022. They are fortunate because 

they follow a more than 10 years track record of 

their predecessors who have produced excellent results for 

their learners. Of those who taught matric in 2019, eight 

TEACH SA Ambassadors who taught Mathematics attained 

an average pass rate of 67% and 76% for those who taught 

Physical science (13) in Matric, with 5 achieving a 100% pass 

rate. 

Through the Reintroduction of Mathematics Project (RoMP) 

for the Department of Basic Education, in 2016, 65 TEACH SA 

Ambassadors were placed to teach in Gauteng schools, 10 in 

KwaZulu-Natal and in 2017 placements were in Gauteng (30), 
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Northern Cape (7), Limpopo (13), Eastern Cape (53) and 12 

in private funded schools. TEACH SA continues to train many 

more graduates who will make a significant improvement in 

education in low resourced schools. To date, since 2009, 571 

TEACH SA Ambassadors have been placed in schools, 390 

remained in teaching, attaining a Post Graduate Certificate 

in Education (PGCE) to be qualified for teaching. ETDP 

SETA is one of the partners that assisted some TEACH SA 

Ambassadors with sponsorships for PGCE  

Teachers’ Safety and 
Security in South African 
Schools 

The South African Council for Educators (SACE), 

a statutory professional body responsible for 

enhancing the status and image of the teaching 

profession, launched a programme on Teachers’ 

Rights, Responsibilities and Safety in 2019. 

The Programme aims to bring to the fore, the plight educators 

face on a daily basis in relation to their rights and safety being 

eroded, and their dignity and respect being compromised in the 

schools. 

It also aims to bring awareness to many other issues facing 

teachers in the education fraternity from all spheres of the 

country. Thus, a handbook was developed and is a product of 

the following: 

Some of the TEACH SA 
Ambassadors engaging learners 

and making a notable difference in 
the education space
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• National launch SACE had in 2019

• Follow-up launches in all Provinces

• Research

• Stakeholder inputs and 

• Teachers’ voices through

• Provincial launches

• The provincial and district focus group sessions, and 

• Provincial roundtables to provide inputs into the first draft 

handbook.

Sace is pleased to announce that the handbook on Teachers’ 

Safety and Security in South African Schools which has been 

a long-standing cry by the teachers’ is now available. The 

handbook will serve as a toolkit guide to address issues affecting 

teachers’ safety and security in all the schools. To access the 

handbook, please visit the ETDP SETA website 

Tailored and Personalised 
solution for our Teachers 
through Coaching and 
Mentoring

W e share with you a success story, 

told by the Training Provider 

appointed to train the identified 

teachers. Aquarius Skills Solutions 

is humbled to have been selected 

by ETDP SETA as the Training Provider to facilitate the training 

of 100 teachers for their Teachers Development Programme, 

Coaching and Mentoring pegged at NQF level 5, bearing 43 

credits. 

The aim of the training was to upskill GED employed in 

Gauteng.

The project got off to an amazing start with us having 

facilitated six dynamic, interactive sessions before the end 

of March 2020.  The unexpected onset of the pandemic and 

Covid-19 lockdown, created a number of issues for business’ 

and individuals, which resulted in the learning programme 

being facilitated over 11 months. 

http://www.etdpseta.org.za/education/sites/default/files/2021-05/SACE_Handbook_Teachers%20Safety%20and%20Security.pdf
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We commenced in 2020 with coaching of individual learners. 

In August 2020, we made the decision to visit each school to 

recap and encourage learning and the practice of application 

of new skills acquired before commencing with portfolio 

building sessions.  

Additional reference material, training content and 

interventions strategies were provided to learners to support 

them during this period. We formed WhatsApp groups with 

colleagues from other schools and used Microsoft Team 

sessions for discussion topics.

The participation and discussions enhanced the learning and 

motivated candidates to complete the learning process and 

submit their portfolios of evidence. 

Screening checklists were completed with each candidate 

and personal sanitizers were provided. A toolkit comprising of 

Coaching and Mentoring templates were provided to candidates 

that could not get access to the schools’ documentations.

Aquarius considers the extra time and expenses a worthwhile 

effort as we have achieved 83% submission. We are currently 

still busy with remediation of learners that have submitted 

and not met the criteria as yet. 

The Aquarius Skills Solutions team would like to thank the 

ETDP SETA for their confidence and trust in engaging us 

to meet their commitment to promote and facilitate the 

delivery of quality education, training and development in 

South Africa. 

Aquarius Skills Solutions service offerings include ETD related 

programmes, Management Development, Supervisory 

Development, Customer Care, Project Management and 

Contact Centre.

Our ability to deliver high-quality training and HR solutions is 

unmatched, using both the latest and most rigorous training 

and assessment methodology.  All our training programmes 

are outcomes based and aligned to SETA and SAQA criteria.

Yours in Learning & Development, 

Denise Mahabir 

Learning & Development Specialist

Aquarius Skills Solutions (Pty) Ltd

www.trainingskills.co.za 

The Aquarius Skills Solutions team would like to 
thank the ETDP SETA for their confidence and 

trust in engaging us to meet their commitment 
to promote and facilitate the delivery of quality 

education, training and development in  
South Africa.” 
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T he ETDP SETA on a daily basis receives 

queries relating to Education, Training and 

Development Quality Assurance (ETDQA). For 

your understanding & convenience, below is a 

summary of the functions of the ETDQA:

What are the responsibilities of the ETDQA?

• To ensure continuous quality improvement of education 

and training through the accreditation, monitoring, and 

auditing of Skills Development Providers (SDPs);

• Register constituent assessors and moderators;

• Undertake capacity-building interventions for accredited 

SDPs to meet the ETDP SETA, NSDS and the NQF 

objectives;

• Maintain a learner management system compatible with 

the National Learner Record Database (NLRD), which is 

administered by SAQA;

• Certificate learner achievements; and 

• Develop Occupational Qualifications.

Core to the SETA 
is ETDQA - Aimed 
at ensuring quality 
education and training 

The primary purpose of the ETDQA Unit is to monitor and 

audit the achievement of standards by:

• Strengthening quality assurance through review, research 

and development of appropriate and relevant quality 

assurance policies and processes;

• Ensuring that all accredited SDPs are delivering the quality 

of provisioning for which they are accredited, through a 

comprehensive accreditation, monitoring and auditing 

process;

• Accreditation of SDPs for unit standards or qualifications 

registered on the NQF;

• Evaluation of learning programmes;

• Quality assurance of learner achievements;

• Improving the quality and relevance of education and 

training in the sector;

• Establish and maintain a database by recording learner 

achievement;

• Registration of constituent assessors and moderators; and

• Support SDP Development.

Understanding the Accreditation Process

Accreditation is the certification, usually for a certain period 

of time of a body or an institution, as having the capacity 

to fulfil a particular function within the quality assurance 

system. There are a number of advantages of becoming an 

accredited SDP, including that the overall quality of education 

and training provision in South Africa is raised and maintained 

at a consistently high level. 
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This means that the clients who uses the services of that 

SDP can be sure that it complies with the required standards 

for learning and assessment services. It also means that 

all learners can be assured of a quality learning experience 

and that the credits and qualifications they achieve through 

the education and training service will be nationally and 

internationally recognised.

In addition, only accredited SDPs are able to deliver education 

and training that leads to nationally registered unit standards 

and/or qualifications which are quality assured by the ETDP 

SETA. Accreditation therefore provides SDPs with a valuable tool 

with which they can market their services to potential clients.

 

Who should apply for accreditation with the ETDP SETA?

SDPs who qualify for accreditation with ETDP SETA include 

those SDPs who primarily offer programmes based on the 

qualifications and/or unit standards in the primary focus of 

ETDP SETA. The primary focus of the ETDP SETA includes the 

following areas:

• Development Practitioners

• Early Childhood Development Practitioners

• ABET Practitioners

• Occupationally Directed ETD Practitioners

• Community Development Practice

• Environmental Educators

• Educators in Schooling

• Assessor standards

• Environmental Education

• Inclusive Education

• Braille Practice

• Orientation/ Mobility practice for blind & partially sighted 

persons

• Trade Union Practice

• Youth Development

• Library Practice

SDPs that are accredited by another ETQA but wish to offer 

unit standards and/or qualifications belonging to ETDP SETA, 

will be required to apply through their Primary ETQA to have 

their programmes evaluated.

Understanding the role of the Provincial ETDQA Officers?

The ETDP SETA has an ETDQA Provincial Officer in each of its 

nine Provincial Offices. The role of the Officer is to assist with the 

accreditation process for Providers wanting to deliver on ETDP 

SETA Programmes. The Officers are also responsible for ensuring 

the registration of assessors and moderators including verification 

of portfolios of evidence for SETA accredited programmes.
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Please reach out to your Provincial ETDQA Officer using the 

details below:

Eastern Cape
Ms Nelisa Mtsweu 
NeliswaM@etdpseta.org.za

Free State
Ms Ndumi Msebe  
(Acting Provincial Manager) 
NdumiM@etdpseta.org.za

Gauteng
Mr Ngisana Mnguni 
NgisanaM@etdpseta.org.za

KwaZulu-Natal
Ms Shainaaz Rambehary 
ShainaazR@etdpseta.org.za

Limpopo
Ms Virginia Mokgolo 
VirginiaM@etdpseta.org.za

Mpumalanga
Ms Merly Malungane 
MerlyM@etdpseta.org.za

Northern Cape
Mr Rama Kistiah 
(Provincial Manager)
RamaK@etdpseta.org.za

North West
Mr Tshegofatso Namola 
TshegofatsoN@etdpseta.org.za

Western Cape
Ms Juanita Malan Hendricks 
JuanitaMH@etdpseta.org.za

 

The SETA is mandated to promote and 
facilitate the delivery of education, 
training and development in order 
to enhance the skills profile of the 

Education, Training and Development 
(ETD) sector and contribute to the 

creation of employment opportunities 
especially for those previously 

disadvantaged.”

For any ETDQA related queries, email:
etdqaqueries@etdpseta.org.za
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Mr Ngisana Mnguni  
ETDQA Officer

Ms Fikile Mchunu 
Skills Advisor

Mr Vasu Naidoo
Skills Advisor

Mr  Gerrard Francis
Gauteng Provincial Manager

Ms Thokozile Ngubane
Receptionist
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O n the 23rd March 2020 South Africa 

entered a period of lockdown in response 

to the Covid-19 global pandemic and all 

schools (amongst other institutions) were 

closed. The initial three-week period was 

eventually extended to 15 September 2020, with different 

‘levels’ of lockdown regulating the kinds of restrictions placed 

on people’s movement and activity. For 10 weeks, up until 8 

June 2020, no children were permitted to go to school. While 

a small proportion of schools quickly switched to e-learning, 

educational activity came to a complete halt for the majority 

of learners. 

One of the key difficulties facing the education system was 

the constant changes in decisions regarding the reopening 

of schools after the initial three weeks. Throughout these 

processes of decision-making different teaching unions 

consistently opposed reopening, arguing that schools did not 

have systems in place to ensure the safety of teachers and 

learners. 

The Gauteng Department 
of Education Covid 
Brigades Programme

Gradually some of the governing body associations added 

their voices to that of the unions, as well as some prominent 

academics. To counter this argument different academics, 

researchers argued against the reopening of schools based 

on different assessments (primarily relating to safety and 

learning). 

Thus, the Gauteng department of Education and the ETDP 

SETA Gauteng Provincial Office came up with an initiative 

which would alleviate at least one of these difficulties. The 

GDE Covid Brigades program was initially created as a way 

of ensuring that teachers were supported by way of keeping 

their attention focused on discipline and preparing for classes 

and lessons whilst brigades would also limit community 

transmission as well as any outbreaks within the Gauteng 

Education Sector. The 10 million Rand initiative was planned 

to be an 8-month contract and was officially implemented 

from the 1st of August 2020 to 30 March 2021. This saw 

more than 350 young men and women securing employment 

in the Gauteng province alone. 
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The brigades provided support before school starts, during 

school time and after school. Recruited Brigades would be 

assisting with (amongst other things) screening staff and 

learners, data capturing as well as ensuring/monitoring social 

distancing and sanitising protocols. These brigades were paid 

a monthly stipend whilst under this contract. For most young 

people employed under this initiative, this formed as their 

first form of formal employment. The initiative gave hope 

to young people and contributed to community upliftment. 

The youth was also exposed to various forms of training 

that empowered them and improved their prospects of 

employability.

In one of the popular newspapers, the National Association 

of School Governing Bodies Chief Executive Matekanye 

Matakanye was quoted as having said he hoped that these 

contracts would be extended. He said the project was helpful 

to young people and their families 

Managing 
the Development
and Evaluation of programmes for Early 
Childhood Development (ECD)

G auteng based Grade R Practitioners 

interested in a three year diploma in ECD 

were given an opportunity to enrol in the 

programme offered by the North West 

University. The programme started in 

January 2018 with an enrolment of 435 learners from all the 

Public Primary schools in Gauteng. 

In 2018, 258 students obtained distinctions in some modules.  

In 2019, 345 students registered for their second year of 

which 303 students achieved between 1 and 11 distinctions 

and in 2020, 320 students registered for year three, which is 

79% based on all students who were registered in 2018. The 

reduction in student numbers was due to students leaving 

the programme along the way.

The Diploma is at NQF Level 6  and consists of 388 credits; 

the Diploma provided under and unqualified Grade R 

practitioners to access a Higher Education qualification 

and enabled full time practitioners to qualify for Relative 

Education Qualification Value (REQV) Level 13 remuneration.
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In January 2021, two hundred and one of the Diploma in 

Grade R teaching students that were found competent, 

registered with NWU and UNISA for their Bachelor of 

Education Degree. On completion of the BEd qualification full 

time practitioners will qualify for REQV level 14 remuneration. 

Most of the students opted not to do the four year 

programme as they were quite comfortable with the Grade R 

diploma and this was due to their age.

Registration has been completed and the students are well 

on their way with their studies.

Costing for the three year period:

Year Number of students registered Payment to NWU

2018 435 R 7 830 000.00

2019 345 R 6 831 000.00

2020 320 R 6 496 000.00

Students in session during one of their lectures

The impact of ECD 
in South Africa

E CD remains a priority area in South Africa as 

it is receiving attention and support from our 

government. The development of babies and 

toddlers forms the most critical foundation 

of further development into childhood and 

adulthood. It has been proven many times that kids that do 

not have access to proper and quality ECD training often 

lacked stimulation that is required in the important phases of 

their lives.  

As such ETDP SETA prides itself in supporting and funding the 

training of the ECD practitioners. In Gauteng, 140 unqualified 

practitioners were enrolled on the ECD L4 learnership for  

12 months in the financial year 2019/2020. The qualification 

has 140 credits and it was delivered by one of the best 

TVET colleges in GP, WESTCOL TVET College. Of the 140 

learners funded to be on a learnership, over 130 learners 

obtained their qualifications in ECD. These were from 

the disadvantaged communities in the Westrand. They 

have  been working in the ECD centres without the ECD 

qualification. 
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ETDP SETA prides itself in supporting 
and funding the training of the ECD 

practitioners
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Technology for 
Inclusivity

T here is a growing trend towards  

integrating Information and Communications 

Technology (ICT) into teaching and 

learning. Many teachers and educators feel 

overwhelmed by technology today, others 

however would like to use it more, but don’t know how or 

where to start. 

Xtensive ICT Academy was appointed by the ETDP SETA 

through a tender process to train 350 Educators in End User 

computing. The training started in November 2019 and is 

scheduled to be completed in December 2021. The Educators 

were recruited from schools in the Gauteng Province.

To this end, the ETDP SETA made it possible for all 350 

Educators to be handed computer devices to use during 

training and for utilisation in the classroom. A blended 

learning approach for the Educators was utilised using 

Microsoft Teams for all delegates and the Xtensive Odoo 

Portal for learning material and support content. A few of the 

delegates initially struggled with the concept of the online 

submission of assignments and online learning but didn’t take 

much time to understand the basics.  

Obtaining the ECD L4 qualification has enabled the 

practitioners to facilitate the development of young children 

in a manner that is suitable to the children’s needs. It is 

undeniable that continuous investment and intervention in 

quality ECD training has significant effects in reducing poverty 

and inequality. It also contributes in protecting the needs 

and the rights of the children (child’s health, safety, nutrition, 

education, psycho- social and other environmental factors).

The training of the practitioners has also formalised the 

sector. The qualified practitioners now have an in-depth 

understanding of what they do and why they are doing it. 

Some of them have started their own businesses by opening 

and registering their own ECD centres.

The learners, while on the programme worked under the 

supervision of their mentors who provided them with 

guidance and support 

The development of 
babies and toddlers 

forms the most critical 
foundation of further 

development into 
childhood and adulthood.”
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Learners were also given adequate support with the 

technicalities of navigating their new laptops, accessing their 

emails, applications and navigating the device.

Training is ongoing with good reviews given from time to 

time from the beneficiaries. This training will indeed leave a 

positive impact in the classroom.

We remain optimistic that with time, we will attain our goal 

of ensuring that more learners in the Education Sector are 

reached through technology 

One of the progamme beneficiaries 
configuring his computer

Xtensive ICT Academy was appointed 
by the ETDP SETA through a tender 

process to train 350 Educators in End 
User computing.

Fuelling growth through
ETDP SETA’s programme on support for Interns 
in Maths and Science

Our commitment to eradicating the legacy of 

Bantu education with a focus on improving 

quality of Mathematics, Science and 

Technology education across the Education 

sector remains.

The ETDP SETA through TEACH South Africa ensured funding 

of TEACH Ambassadors for a Post Graduate Certificate in 

Education (PGCE).

TEACH SA is a non-profit organisation that aims to respond to 

the challenges in the education sector by recruiting, training, 

lacing and supporting young graduates to improve the quality 

of education trained 47 ambassadors across various schools 

in the Gauteng Province. Thirty of the ambassadors will be 

placed to teach in Mathematics and Science in 15 schools for 

the 2021/2020 financial year.
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It must be noted that eight of the Teach Ambassadors who 

taught Mathematics in 2019 attained an average pass rate 

of 67% and 76% for those who taught Physical Science. The 

selected ambassadors carry with them. 

From those who taught matric in 2019, eight TEACH 

Ambassadors taught Mathematics and attained an average 

pass rate of 67%, 13 taught Physical science and attained 76% 

and five percent achieved a 100% pass rate. 

Through the Reintroduction of Mathematics Project 

(RoMP) for the Department of Basic Education, 65 TEACH 

Ambassadors were placed to teach in Gauteng schools. 

The breakdown of further placements across the various 

provinces: 10 in KwaZulu Natal, 30 in Gauteng, 7 in Northern 

Cape, 13 in Limpopo, 53 in Eastern Cape and 12 in privately 

funded schools. 

TEACH SA continues to train many more graduates who 

will make a significant improvement in education in 

low resourced schools. To date, since 2009, 571 TEACH 

Ambassadors have been placed in schools, 390 remained in 

teaching, attaining a Post Graduate Certificate in Education 

(PGCE) to be qualified for teaching. ETDP SETA is one of the 

main partners that assisted some TEACH Ambassadors with 

sponsorships for PGCE.

The journey ahead is long but the ETDP SETA remains 

confident that these gains will continue to add value to the 

learners of South Africa 

Training teachers  
in map work
and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) UJ

Background  - The ability to read and 

interpret maps is part of visual literacy.  

This is a skill that must be learned and 

can require considerable time and 

effort. Maps are frequently used to 

convey important information and relationships.  A lack of 

proficiency in reading maps can be an obstacle to academic 

and intellectual progress (Edelson, 2014).  It is expected 

that in the intermediate and senior phases the necessary 

foundation is laid for map work.  Map work is becoming an 

important skill to function effectively in society – for example 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Google Maps, Global 

Positioning System (GPS), Uber and location based services 

to name a few.  These systems appear in our everyday 

life (Wigglesivorth, 2003) and are key to research and as 

communication tools.

Written by: Thea Schoeman 
Geography, Environmental Management & 
Energy Studies - University of Johannesburg  
theas@uj.ac.za
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GIS is one of the areas in CAPS that is fairly new and is 

problematic for many teachers.  The curriculum for GIS was 

initially introduced for Grade 10s in 2006; Grade 11 in 2007 

and for Matric students in 2008 (Breetzke et al., 2011).  

Within the CAPS Further Education and Training (FET) 

framework for senior grades, one of the major aims 

of the syllabus for geography is “promoting the use of 

new technologies, such as Information Communication 

Technology (ICT) and Geographical Information Systems 

(GIS)” (DBE, 2011: 8). The utilisation of GIS can clearly 

be identified to achieve the ‘four big ideas’ of geography 

according to the Department of Basic Education, which are as 

follows: place; spatial processes; spatial distribution patterns 

and human and environment interaction.

The Gauteng Department of Education (GDE) identified 

teachers to participate in the skills upgrading programme and 

training took place over a period of five months during the 

second semester of 2017.  The Gauteng Education, Training 

and Development Practices Sector Education and Training 

Authority (ETDP SETA) funded the training of the teachers. 

The training of the teachers took place at the Auckland Park 

Kingsway (APK) Campus of UJ, in the labs of the Department 

of Geography, Environmental Management and Energy 

Studies.  

An Introduction to GIS:  63 candidates  

(98% pass rate);

Advanced Map Work Skills:  80 candidates  

(92% pass rate); and

Basic Map Work Skills:  178 candidates  

(98% pass rate).

A total of 321 teachers successfully completed the 

programmes and an award ceremony was held at the 

Auditorium of UJ at the APK Campus on 28 September 

2017.  During this ceremony certificates were issued to the 

candidates 

Thea Schoeman, acting as Registrar, 
with student

Students in the Auditorium during 
the award ceremony

Prof. Ina Wagenaar, Vice Dean: 
Teaching and Learning of the Faculty 
of Science with student
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The purpose for the ETDP SETA’s Teacher 

Development programme is aimed at 

improving the quality of teaching and learning 

including other Higher Education Institutions 

(HEIs) by adequately capacitating members 

involved in the delivery of services, therefore, contributing 

to a transformed post school education and training 

environment. 

The ETDP SETA Gauteng province implemented teacher 

development programmes for the 2020/2021 financial year, 

this includes bursaries and skills programmes. The Gauteng 

Department of Education (GDE) approved a memorandum 

on the Advanced Diploma in Education – School Leadership 

and Management for identified school principals, circuit 

managers and cluster leaders/IDSOs. 

The University of Johannesburg was appointed to train 150 

candidates for this bursary programme which will take place 

over a duration of two years. The course/qualification aims 

to facilitate the development of competent educational 

Together with the 
Department of Basic 
Education, 
the ETDP SETA does so much more on its 
Teacher Development Programme

leaders and managers for growing educational leadership 

and management market. The programme proposes to 

empower these educators to develop skills, knowledge, and 

values needed to lead and manage schools effectively and to 

contribute to improving the delivery of education across the 

school system. 

The programme objectives are:

Develop and implement strategies to assist school leaders 

and managers to become effective leaders. 

Learn Strategies that will challenge school leaders and 

managers establish notions of what is possible with improving 

schools. 

Establish and support Professional Learning Communities or 

subject committees.

The programme will make extensive use of case studies 

with facilitators posing difficult hypothetical problems to 

participants and asking them to come up with the best 

realistic solutions. Through such case studies and lectures by 

outside experts, the participants will learn. 

Creating communication across all spectrums

Being the progressive organisation that it is, the ETDP SETA 

ensured funding for training in Sign Languages.
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We are proud to report together with the Wits Language 

School (WLS) and the GDE, the ETDP SETA implemented a 

skills programme for teachers who are in Inclusive/Special 

School was implemented through South African Sign 

Languages (SASL). SASL is a minority language used by more 

than 600 000 people in South Africa. 

The SASL programme is aimed at enabling teachers to 

communicate professionally with deaf students without the 

assistance of an interpreter. Seven schools across Gauteng 

were selected for this programme with the Wits language 

school appointed to offer the training. It is important to 

mention that although SASL is not an official South African 

Language, the South African Schools Act (Chapter 2 (6: 4)) 

states that “a recognised Sign Language has the status of an 

official language for purposes of learning at a public school.” 

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa has 

established a Pan South African Language Board to “Promote 

and create conditions for the development and use of 

SASL.” These policies and laws ensure the development and 

preservation of the development and preservation of sign 

language within the educational system.

This training programme is the first step in the strategy for 

the improvement of standards of teaching Deaf learners 

by using SASL. We believe that the more South African Sign 

Language receives recognition as an official language, the 

more improvement we will see within the educational system 

of the Deaf 

The programme proposes to empower 
these educators to develop skills, 

knowledge, and values needed to lead 
and manage schools effectively and to 
contribute to improving the delivery of 

education across the school system.” 
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T he need for the Advanced Diploma in TVET 

Teaching qualification, was identified in the 

KwaZulu-Natal TVET Skills Development 

Forum (SDF) and discussed for a number of 

years after the gazette of 2013 introduced 

these qualifications. 

Finding an accredited service provider remained a challenge 

as none of the Higher Education Institutions were offering 

this training. Excitement however came soon, in 2018, when 

the Nelson Mandela University launched the qualification, 

to be offered from 2019. The ETDP SETA KwaZulu-Natal 

Provincial Office commenced negotiations for lecturers from 

the province’s TVET Colleges to be included. 59 lecturers 

from Umfolozi and Coastal TVET College were provided 

bursaries by the ETDP SETA to enrol for the qualification. 

The two Colleges came on board in providing the required 

technology to support for live streaming. The lectures, which 

took place in Gqeberha and were streamed live at the KZN 

College campuses in Richards Bay and Durban. 

The very FIRST graduates
in the Advanced Diploma in Technical and 
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) 
Teaching

Considering that this was pre-Covid-19, this was a new 

mode of delivery, which gave the lecturers access to 

studying.

After two years of dedication and hard work, the first cohort 

of students graduated on the 17th December 2020. The 

graduation ceremony was hosted virtually. Forty-nine of 

the lecturers funded by ETDP SETA received their Advance 

diplomas. Two Lecturers from Umfolozi TVET College, Mr 

Balan Manickum and Mr Velaphi Mathenjwa graduated 

Cum Laude, a number of others received distinctions for 

various modules. Congratulations to all those who graduated.  

Mr Velaphi Mathenjwa gladly shares his experience of 

studying for this qualification.

At which campus are you based and what is your role?

uMfolozi TVET College, Esikhawini, I am a Transport & 

Logistics lecturer.

Mr Velaphi Mathenjwa 
Cum Laude Graduate
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Please share with our readers your experience of studying 

the Advanced Diploma in TVET Teaching with Nelson 

Mandela University (NMU).

Firstly, I would like to extend my gratitude to all the NMU 

lecturing staff who participated in the programme. They were 

all wonderful people who were always willing to help in every 

way possible. I must admit that the programme constantly 

had me on my toes as I had to ensure that the assignments 

were timeously submitted. The relevance of the content 

though, to the TVET sector, made learning an exhilarating 

experience.

How has your studies in the Advanced Diploma in TVET 

Teaching impacted the work you do?

The Advanced Diploma in TVET Teaching has equipped me 

with a multitude of teaching approaches. The knowledge 

gained from the programme has assisted me in better 

understanding the learner needs and expectations. I am now 

able to prepare and deliver a lesson in a more professional 

manner. Suffice to say that, the impact made, and the value 

that has been added by this qualification to my teaching 

ability is immense.

Plans for the future

In order to broaden my occupational knowledge, I intend 

pursuing a Masters Degree in International Trade in the 

foreseeable future.

The ETDP SETA wishes Mr Velaphi Mathenjwa the best in his 

future endeavours.

Current Role at College: Lecturer  

Business Management Studies   -  Isithebe Campus

Your experience studying the Advanced Diploma in TVET 

Teaching with NMU: 

It has been an incredible journey for me having been given 

this golden opportunity by my institution to improve my 

qualification.  This course has taught me so much and has 

widened my knowledge base not only in terms of the TVET 

sector in SA but also in terms of TVET internationally.  

NMU have made this possible by assisting us in 

understanding the content of the course and also by 

providing professional and dedicated lecturers who at times 

went out of their way during in the most difficult of times 

(during lockdown) to ensure that we complete the course.  

My achievement would not have been possible if it was not 

for these dedicated lecturers, for which I am really grateful.

Mr Balan Manickum 
Cum Laude Graduate
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How has your studies in the Advanced Diploma in TVET 

Teaching impacted the work you do:

The knowledge that I have gained during this course is so 

beneficial that I am able to apply it every day. This knowledge 

has helped me become a better lecturer and also helped me 

to plan and deliver my lessons effectively.  The networking 

and interactions with lecturers from other campuses 

have helped me to deal with my own challenges and also 

understand the challenges faced by the TVET sector.

Plans for the future:

I would really like to continue with my studies.  I believe that 

there is no limit to knowledge and that one should not stop 

learning. I am hoping to one day get into a management 

position.

The ETDP SETA wishes Mr Manickum the best in his future 

endeavours 

59 lecturers from Umfolozi 
and Coastal TVET College 

were provided bursaries by 
the ETDP SETA to enrol for the 

qualification.”

Achieving in the Midst 
of a Global Pandemic  

I n ensuring the successful implementation of the 

ETDP SETA Annual Performance Plan, Programme 

4, ‘Youth Development for Employability’ for the 

2018/19 financial year, the ETDP SETA is proud 

to share with you more on the programme and its 

successful implementation.

The ETDP SETA KZN Provincial Office in partnership with the 

Premier’s Office and the Training Provider was privileged 

to host and attend three graduation ceremonies from 21st 

to the 23rd April 2021 for Environmental learnerships, 

implemented in the three Districts – Uthukela, Umzinyathi 

and Harry through the University of Venda. 

The Environment Education is a National Qualifications 

Framework (NQF), Level Four (L4) qualification and is a registered 

Qualification with the South African Qualifications Authority 

(SAQA).  The SAQA Identity Number for the Qualification is 22900 

and carries 121 credits and is made up of Fundamentals, Core 

and Elective components.  It is a year (12 months) qualification 

and competencies acquired by learners from the qualification 

includes the ability to organise particular activities within an 

environmental learning programme, administration thereof and 

the implementation of environmental learning programmes, 

action projects and campaigns. 
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The programme is aimed at the youth with the objective of 

ensuring that the youth is equipped with the necessary skills 

and knowledge to combat the scourge of unemployment in 

our Country. It is also aimed at assisting the youth to acquire 

workplace skills for employability.

Ms Bonisiwe Msomi, ETDP SETA KZN Provincial Skills Advisor 

represented the ETDP SETA, the Premiers’ Office was 

represented by Mr Senzo Latha and Ms Nompumelelo Zungu 

and the University of Venda by Dr Virginia Modau.

Graduates of the programme felt honoured for their achievement

The ETDP SETA remains grateful to the University of Venda for 

the role they played in ensuring the success of the events by 

generously sponsoring all learners with academic regalia and 

providing catering services for all sessions 

Ms Bonisiwe Msomi
ETDP SETA KwaZulu-Natal Office  
Skills Advisor

Representatives from the ETDP SETA, Premiers Office, The Training Provider 
and the University of Venda ensured their support towards the successful 
implementation of the programme

The programme is aimed at the youth 
with the objective of ensuring that the 

youth is equipped with the necessary skills 
and knowledge to combat the scourge of 

unemployment in our Country.” 
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In the interest of delivering on our commitments, 

it is imperative that further organisational capacity 

be generated. Strengthening our team is a strategic 

move to that end. 

We introduce to you the recently appointed receptionist 

for the ETDP SETA KZN Provincial Office. Ms Nkuna brings 

along close to eight years of work experience as a front 

desk operator. She is ready to welcome the ETDP SETA KZN 

stakeholders and to uphold the ETDP SETA’s value of being 

Courteous and caring.

Bringing and Enhancing 
Skill and Talent on Board

Ms Nomhle Nkuna 
ETDP SETA KZN Office Receptionist

In its mission, the ETDP SETA commits to ensuring that the 

skills levels of its employees are raised.  Testimony to his is 

evident in the internal promotion of Mr Xoli Nxumalo from 

Office Administrator to Skills Advisor. Mr Nxumalo’s work 

ethic, skills and highly ambitious nature bagged him an 

opportunity of growth. We believe that Mr Nxumalo will add 

value in the promotion of skills development and training in 

the KwaZulu-Natal Province 

Mr Xolisa Nxumalo 
ETDP SETA KZN Office Skills Advisor

SKILLING THE 
NATION
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C areer Guidance is one of the ETDP SETA’s 

key priority areas. Offering it to learners 

assists them to understand possible career 

paths and also to appreciate their strengths 

and weaknesses by matching them to 

their skills and interests in order to make the best suitable 

career choices. The KZN staff members continue to visit the 

different areas to offer this service to the learners in the 

Province, providing relevant information to the learners and 

community on SETA related programs and issuing information 

brochures and career guides 

Continuing to empower 
learners through career 
guidance

Ms Andisiwe Mhlongo
ETDP SETA KwaZulu-Natal Office  
Skills Development Officer providing 
information on the ETDP SETA programs 
on offer during a career guidance day

Career Councilors offering the learners guidance and taking in questions and 
proving responses

Learners with a thirst for knowledge attended the session and ensured that 
they left, well informed
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